Translation

Kri no. 21/99
R E P OR T
on an on-site investigation compiled in Podujevo on 30 March 1999. Upon
notification by the Podujevo OUP /?Department of the Interior/ and at the request of
the Prokuplje OJT /District Public Prosecutor/, I conducted an on-sited investigation
together with Radisav
JANKOVIC, forensic technician, and Milan
ANASTASI JE VIC, operative of the Podujevo OUP.
Commenced at 1100 hours.

IA

male bodyl was found at the Drina cafe, owned by BECIRI /BEQIRI/,
Rahmana Morine Street 15, Podujevo. The body - aged about 65 - was lying prone
on the left side, arms bent under it, clothed in a grey fur coat and black trousers. There
was a pool of blood underneath the body and boots on the feet. The head was turned
in the direction of the bar, touching it. There was lanother male bod� three metres
away from the bar, the head turned towards a wall. It was one metre away from the
first body, lying supine, right arm laid across the stomach, clothed in a brown fur coat,
blue trousers, shoes, the right side of the head tom apart. In a pocket on the second
body, there was an identity card in the name of Seljman GASI /Selman GASHI/, son
of Murat, born 26 June 1931 in the village of Dobri Dol, Podujevo municipality.
He resided at Marsala Tita Street 267 in Podujevo. The cafe windows were
broken and splattered with blood.

(

A female body was found /?behind an outside wall/ in the yard to the right of
the entrance door of a single-storey house in Rahmana Morine Street 7. The body was
lying supine, the right arm /?separated from/ the body and the left arm bent at the
elbow. It was clothed in a black blouse and a red checkered coat. The right leg was
tom apart, only bones remained. About 20 centimetres further away, the body of a
child of seven years of age was found. It was clothed in a multicoloured shirt, green
corduroy trousers and boots. To the right of this body, the body of another child of ten
years of age was found. It was clothed in a red shirt and blue jeans. Its head was under
the body of the female dressed in a checkered coat. The woman's left arm was laid on
the child. Next to this woman, there was the body of a blond female, lying on the left
side and clothed in a red coat. To the right, next to the house wall, there was the body
of a female holding a small child in her arms. The child - dark-haired and clothed in
green jeans - was lying prone. Next to this child, there was another child, lying prone
and clothed in a green T-shirt. Underneath this child, there was the body of another
child, only his head could be seen. Next to him, there was the body of another child,
lying prone and clothed in a blue anorak. In this spot, there was the body of another
female. Twenty metres away from this spot in the yard of the house, there was the
body of a female clothed in a black coat, black boots and green trousers. In this spot,
there were several bullet casings next to the house.
/handwritten in the right-hand margin: Who?/
As soon as you passed through the entrance gate at Ivana Kosancica Street 270
in Podujevo, there was a body lying supine with a crushed head. It was clothed in a
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